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Despite having more 
woman apply to Yale 
than men, the univer- 
sity still accepts more 
men than woman 
| Page 3 
Children have 
adult arteries 
In a study, researchers 
found obese children 
as young as 10 have 
the arteries of 45-year- 
olds | Page 5 
Ready for the 
finish line 
Columnist Lori Weber 
has been through a 
lot during her college 
career, and she's finally 
ready to finish this 
chapter of her life 
| Pag.4 
New pyramid 
found in Egypt 
Archaeologists discov- 
ered a new pyramid in 
the sands of Saqqara in 
Egypt. It is over 4.300- 
years-old | Page 9 
Time to make 
the change 
72 percent of 
Americans believe 
President-elect Barack 
Obama will bring 
the change he has 
promised to the White 
House 
| Page 10 
Dude, it's the 
Sports teaser! 
Sophomore Lauren 
Prochaska is looking 
to continue her strong 
presence on the court 
following a stellar 
freshman year 
| Page 6. 
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TODAY 
Showers 
High: 55, Low: 44 
."    . * 
TOMORROW 
AM Showers 
High: 55, Low: 46 
University police 
justify delay in sending 
AlertBG text message 
By Ryan Sullivan 
Campus Ed'tor 
Students throughout campus 
were awoken at approximately 
7:05 a.m. on I'riday morning to 
a text message saying then had 
been a gunshot on campus. 
This message was sent by the 
University's emergency notifica- 
tions system, Alert H(i. 
University Police Chief lames 
Wiegand said the system went off 
without a hitch, despite the fact 
that it took close to 30 minutes to 
get the message out. 
The only issues some individu- 
al Is had c|iiest ions about was where 
lot 12 was,'' Wiegand said. 
What sounded like a gunshot 
was heard sometime between 
6:35 and B:40 a.m. by an officer 
on patrol and. upon seeing some- 
body fleeing on foot, took the sub- 
ject into custody. 
Bryan Benner. associate vice 
president for administration, said 
the University wanted to ensure 
they had gathered enough infor- 
mation on the incident before 
sending a message out 
llesaid there wasa slight delayin 
sending the message out because 
the officer in the field needed to 
relay the message and it was dif- 
ficult to communicate and try to 
investigate at the same time. 
"< hit first priority was to ensure 
the officers' safety on Friday and 
then to get the message out," 
Benner said, 
Benner said that as of a few 
months ago, over 3,r>00 people 
had  signed  up 
for    Alert IK i 
f^ ^^,     and he's sure 
~e\ 
num- 
ber will continue to grow after 
Friday's incident. 
Wiegand said since I'riday I here 
have been over 2t)t) phone num- 
bers added, 
Benner said even though the 
chief was out of town, there was 
never any danger of a message 
not being released to the campus 
community. 
Aside from the police chief, the 
University president can also send 
out alerts as well as anybody in 
the president's cabinet who is des- 
ignated. 
In the event that the police chief 
is unavailable, the commanding 
officer, in this case Lieutenant 
I lavid Weekley, is also able to send 
a message out. 
Wiegand said the University 
is always looking for new ways 
to give immediate notification to 
students in the event of an emer- 
gency. 
"Each circumstance requires a 
different response based on the 
incident," Wiegand said. "In this 
case, there was no indication of 
any other threat." 
lie said the problem with send- 
ing out a message immediately 
is if it turns out to be false, then 
students might lose their sense of 
urgency and begin to ignore the 
messages. 
Aside from the time it took to 
release the message, a prob- 
lem was reported by some 
that they did not receive 
either the text message 
announcing the incident or 
the one declaring it over. 
The  University  uses the 
company c2campus to send 
out their alert message and. 
according to company spokes- 
man Bryan Crum, there was not 
a problem with the message. 
Crum said his company's ser- 
vice takes Into account the carrier- 
to-carrier difficulties and poten- 
tial cell phone congest ion hut says 
the system should still he able to 
deliver the alert message. 
"If there is a problem [with a 
carrierl, we need to know so wc 
can fix it." Crum said. "If there 
ALERTBG   Page? 
Junior high students say 
'thank you' to military veterans 
ByAndyOuri.l 
Rtporttf 
I Inity was n common theme at the 
ceremony honoring veterans at 
Bowling Green lunior I ligh School 
yesterday. 
In honor of Veterans Day, more 
t ban 71) members from all branches 
ol the military including the Army, 
Navy, Air force, National Guard, 
Coast (iuard and U.S. Marine 
(jirps from WWII on were on hand 
to take part in the celebration with 
a special emphasis on World War II 
veterans. 
Students, faculty, family mem- 
bers and the community took part 
in this celebration as well. 
Painted flags with messages of 
'lhankyou, veterans" wercjust one 
of many signs of the level of respect 
11(1)11 showed to the veterans in 
attendance, 
liven when a song would be 
dune playing after honoring the 
veterans, the audience stood to Its 
leet and applauded loudly to give 
thanks to the veterans fighting for 
this country. 
"I thought it was the most awe- 
some performance," said Hay 
Hressler, veteran of the Vietnam 
War. "Nobody docs It the way this 
school does it." 
Veterans likeBresslerhave BGJH 
teacher Pat Carney to thank for 
putting on this ceremony. Carney, 
along with help from the school, 
has now organized the assembly 
for eight years. 
"livery year, the veterans assem- 
bly makes your hair stand and your 
spine shiver," Carney said, when 
he thought of the day's festivities of 
honoring the veterans. 
With the ceremony moving to 
a new building next to Bowling 
"Every year, the 
veterans assembly 
makes your hair 
stand..." 
Pat Carney | BGJH teac'scr 
Green High School. Carney said 
he will continue putting on the 
ceremony because of how much 
everyone involved appreciates it. 
VVhilc Carney is the main per- 
son organizing it, this assembly 
would not be possible without the 
involvement of the students. Even 
though many students around the 
country had yesterday off because 
of the holiday, BGJH was In full 
force, not only attending, but par- 
ticipating In the assembly as well. 
Throughout the ceremony, 
students read essays and gave 
speeches about the signifi- 
cance Veterans Day held for the 
American public and why they 
should honor veterans. 
"The kids went through a lot of 
trouble to give us hope," Vietnam 
Army veteran |lm Bostclman said. 
Bostelman said if all kids appre- 
ciated veterans like the students in 
attendance yesterday, this world 
would be a better place. 
The band played tribute to 
the veterans throughout the day 
as music of patriotic songs were 
played like "The Star-Spangled 
Banner" and "God Bless America." 
The themes of each branch of the 
military were played while those 
members from the sectors stood to 
the audience's applause. 
See VETERANS | Page 2 
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Police officers play Santa's helpers, 
make Christmas bright for children 
By Hannah Sparling 
Reporter 
On Dec. 13 police officers 
will be out in full force at the 
Bowling Green Wal-Mart. But 
they won't be making arrests 
or handing out tickets: they'll 
be shopping. 
The officers will once again 
be participating in the Shop 
with a Cop program sponsored 
by the Wood County Sheriff's 
Office. 
Shop with a Cop is a char- 
ity event designed to help 
underprivileged children 
buy gifts during the holidays. 
The program was started 
three years ago by Deputy 
Sheriff Rebecca Parker. 
When she created it. Parker 
was having trouble finding 
money to buy gifts for her own 
family. She said she thought a 
lot of other people were prob- 
ably in similar circumstances. 
"I was in a situation per- 
sonally that I didn't know 
how I was going to provide 
Christmas for my own chil- 
dren," Parker said. 
Parker decided she wanted 
to do something to help. She 
did some research, and start- 
ed the Shop with a Cop pro- 
gram for children in the Wood 
County area. 
During Shop withaCop. chil- 
dren go shopping with police- 
officers at Wal-Mart. They buy 
necessities first, such as coats 
and warm clothing, but they 
are also allowed to buy toys 
and games 
leff Agan has eight kids, 
seven of whom participated in 
Shop with a Cop last year. Agan 
was unemployed at the time, 
and said it was nice to have 
some help. 
Agan's son, Jeffrey. 12, was 
one of those who participated. 
"It saved Christmas." Jeffrey 
said. "All I could say is that it 
wasa miracle." 
While   he   was   shopping. 
See SHOP | Page 2 
Pelosi: auto industry needs government help 
By David Eapo 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi called 
for "emergency and limited 
financial assistance" for the 
battered auto industry yes- 
terday and urged the outgo- 
ing Bush administration to 
join lawmakers in reaching a 
quick compromise. 
Five days after dismal 
financial reports from 
General Motors Corp. and 
Ford Motor Co., Pelosi 
backed legislation to make 
the automakers eligible for 
help under (he S700 billion 
bailout measure that cleared 
Congress in October. 
In a written statement, the 
California Democrat said the 
aid was needed "in order to 
prevent the failure of one or 
more of the major American 
automobile manufacturers, 
which would have a devas- 
tating impact on our econo- 
my, particularly on the men 
and women who work In that 
industry." 
"Congress and the Bush 
administration must take 
immediate action," she 
added. Administration offi- 
cials have concluded that the 
See AUTO | Page 2 
lAUDEN VICTORIA BURKE    »P PMO'C 
CONGRESS DETROIT: General Motors 
0'ief Executive Officer Rick Wagoner 
amves 91 the office of House Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi, D-Calif. for a meeting last Thursday 
on Capitol Hill in Washington 
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BLOTTER 
FRIDAY. NOV. 7 
8:21 P.M. 
Pryer III. 24. of New Rieqel. 
Ohio, was arrested for criminal 
after returning to a resi- 
dence on Dublin Court in order to 
continue a fight he was warned for 
earlier in the night 
SATURDAY, NOV. 8 
1227 A.M. 
Complaintant reported a female and 
iimg room 132 at Days Inn 
on East Wooster Street checked out 
iling all the blankets, pillows 
wels from the room. 
12 40 A.M. 
John Thomas. 22. Matthew Strange. 
22. and Kyle Duncan. 21. were cited 
for having a nuisance party on 
Ffazee Avenue after intoxicated 
underage persons were found at 
■ Lisa Clark. 20. of 
Litchfield. Ohio, was cited for under- 
..'tnessed 
falling  ptmg to pick 
up her   ■ 
1:10 A.M. 
.i-d. 20. of Bowling 
irrested for underage 
1 'KJ a loud party 






■  ol !;eer outside 149 
Nor[> 
2:35 A.M. 
■   .lof Weston. Ohio, 
■vig a vehicle 
uence. 
MONDAY. NOV. 10 
2:03 AM 
led she saw 
four white males crawling out the 
.7 of the laundry room at 
i ; Green Estates with a stolen 
juisher. Units checked the 
■ mable to locate any 
Visit us online at 
www.bgnewscom 
JUGGLE 
From Page 1 
juggling, which doesn't really 
resemble typical toss juggling. 
It involves the manipulation 
ol an object, such as a ball, 
in which the object keeps 
permanent contact with the 
juggler's body. 
Using acrylic balls of vary- 
ing sizes, Newman spent about 
a year getting smooth on the 
three basic moves of contact 
juggling before incorporating 
more advanced tricks into his 
routines. 
"I've been juggling for about 
three years now." Newman 
said. "It usually takes me a week 
or two to get down new tricks." 
As a digital art major, 
Newman plans on making a 
career in concept art, perhaps 
designing video games. He 
would eventually like to write 
and illustrate a magical real- 
ism novel — a novel involving 
a realistic plot with surreal and 
magical twists. Newman's cur- 
rent challenge is incorporating 
juggling into his art. 
"Last year I did a video proj- 
ect with juggling. I focused on 
how entertainment has been 
steadily turning away from tal- 
ent and more towards special 
effects," he said. 
Newman is not alone in his 
interests. The University jug- 
gling club has many members 
that meet to practice and share 
in the skill of juggling. 
Senior Katelyn Mowery, 
a juggling club member, has 
known Newman since her 
freshman year. 
"Zak is a really good juggler," 
she said. "He is very creative 
with it." 
With graduation on the hori- 
zon, though, these jugglers will 
take their skills in different 
directions. 
"1 am an adolescent young 
adult integrated social stud- 
ies education major, which 
means I plan on teaching 
social studies to grades seven 
through 12," Mowery said. "I 
would like to incorporate my 
juggling into the classroom to 
keep students interested and 
learning in new ways." 
Art is the top priority for 
Newman, and the future for his 
skill is still up in the air. 
"I plan to keep juggling after 
college, though I'm not going 
to make a career out of it," 
Newman said. "It will mostly 
be a hobby. If I run into some- 
one who wants a performance, 
I'll doit." 
HEATHER IINBER I THEBGNtWS 
BALANCING ACT: Newman practices his skills by balancing a glass ball on his arm during 
a meeting of the campus juggling club 
ALERTBG 
From Page 1 
was a problem, it should be 
reported to an e2campus 
administrator." 
Though the University 
continues to investigate 
the claim of a gunshot, the 
student who was taken into 
custody and later released 
was charged with drug pos- 
session, Wiegand said. His 
name is being temporarily 
withheld for his protection. 
Students had varying 
opinions on the University's 
job of informing them on 
the incident. 
Senior Sarah (Mine said 
she didn't feel the University 
was quick enough in send- 
ing an alert. 
"I mean, if you think 
about it, police have to get 
there and figure out what 
is going on. but il still took 
a long time |to send the 
alertl," Cline said. 
Shesaid that since nobody- 
was injured, it wasn't as big 
of a deal but it could have 
been a much worse situa- 
tion. 
Senior Rob Emmelhainz 
didn't have as much of a 
problem with the text mes- 
sages but with the lack of 
further communications 
from the University. 
"I think a more 
detailed update 
could have happened 
a lot sooner." 
Rob Emmelhainz | Senior 
"I think a more detailed 
update could have happened 
a lot sooner," Emmelhainz 
said. 
He said that after the inci- 
dent from Friday, he plans on 
signing up for AlertBG to try 
and stay more informed in the 
event of future emergencies. 
Senior Lindy Bobbin said- 
she was on the opposite side 
of the spectrum. 
"I think the University has a 
great system in place," Bobbin 
said. "A half hour might seem 
like a long time, but I am not 
really sure how much faster 
|an informative] message 
could have gone out." 
Wiegand said the police are 
planning on using the experi- 
enced gained from this alert 
to help plan out better strate- 
gies for the next time some- 
thing happens. 
Students wanting to sign up 
for AlertlKi can do so by going 
to their MyBGSU Web page, 
click the AlertBG tab at the 
top of the page and fill in all of 
the appropriate information. 
VETS 
From 
The band also played dur- 
ing a montage of students' and 
faculty members' family who 
participated in previous wars. 
It is because of this effort 
Bostelman and other veter- 
ans will keep coming back 
to support Carney and BG)H 
assembly, he said. 
One of the premiere fea- 
tures of the assembly was a 
program called Honor Flight. 
Through this program, it 
helped send WWII veterans 
on a plane to Washington D.C. 
to visit the WWII memorial, 
along with other memorials 
such as the Vietnam Wall. 
"It's a thank you to mem- 
bers of our greatest genera- 
tion, WWII veterans," spokes- 
person )im Tichy said. 
Students and community 
members helped Honor Flight 
raise over $2,000 to help send 
these veterans to take part in 
the program. Carney was also 
recognized as being a guard- 
ian for the program. 
"The honor the students 
gave to the vets was terrific," 
said Wilbert Conrad, WWII 
veteran of the then Army Air 
Force. 
Bostelman said this is a 
great ceremony and because 
of the comfort the school gives 
to the veterans, he will be a 
mainstay at this ceremony. 
"They make everybody feel 
wanted," Bostelman said. 
SHOP 
From Page 1 
leffrey bought clothes for him- 
self and jumbo Hershey bars 
as gifts for each of his family 
members. He was also able to 
buy two dart guns. 
"My favorite part was prob- 
ably the toys," leffrey said. 
Last year 180 children partic- 
ipated in Shop with a Cop, and 
each was given about $80 to 
spend. Though there is no set 
age limit, most of the children 
ranged between kindergarten 
and sixth grade. 
Children are chosen based 
on need. The program works 
with schools, the Make a 
Wish foundation, the Cocoon 
Shelter, military families and 
the Salvation Army to find 
names. Once a child is chosen, 
his or her parents fill out a form 
stating what items are needed 
for the child. Once those needs 
are filled, other, more fun items 
can be purchased. 
Shop with a Cop does not 
only benefit the children. The 
officers gain from the experi- 
ence also, Parker said. 
"You have officers with tears 
in their eyes," Parker said. 
The program also helps 
show the law enforcement in 
a positive light to children who 
often don't see them that way, 
Parker said. 
"Many times they see us in 
the negative," shesaid. "It helps 
them see that we are their 
friends and we're there to help 
them." 
Money for the shopping 





Rebecca Parker | Deputy Sheriff 
tickets. Tickets are available 
until Nov. 28 at the Bowling 
Green Police Department, the 
Wood County Sheriffs Office 
and Ben's Table in downtown 
Bowling Green. They are $1 
each or $5 for seven. 
Prizes for the raffle include 
an-RCA TV, a laptop computer, 
a Nintendo Wii, a Wii Fit and 
a Nintendo DS Guitar Hero 
system. The prizes are being 
donated by Wal-Mart and will 





You deserve an UPGRADE! 
™S(ud/o apartments available! 
Starting al $425/month • Stove, (ridge, microwave, 25" TV 
Summer, semester, or year leases • Includes all utilities » cable 
Laundry facilities • Outdoor pool use 
Free Wireless • Fully furnished 
H ™ Condominiums (or rent! 
Beautiful ranch style condominiums ' 
Starting at $6507month plus utilities 
Washer and ryer hoc* up 
One year lease minimum 
l or 2 Bedroom 
Excellent location for BGSU faculty 
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal 
Jacuzzi tub in some units 
Den/Office in some units 









• Deposit Special $400 
• Furnished 
• 1 Half & Full Bath 
■ Full Basement 
• Air Conditioned 
• Microwave 
• Washer/ Dryer 
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops 
• Plenty of Parking 
• Dishwasher 






■ Deposit Special $500 
• Furnished 
■ 1 Halt & 1 Full Bath 
• Full basement 
• Air conditioned 
• Washer/Dryer 
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops 
• Microwave 
• Plenty of Parking 
• Dishwasher 
• Garbage Disposal 
r5 Starting at $900;month 
Utilities 
Greenbriar, Inc.    (419)352-0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
AUTO 
From Page 1 
bailout bill that passed earlier 
does not permit loans to the 
auto industry, but lawmakers 
are expected to return to the 
Capitol for a brief postelec- 
tion session beginning next 
week. 
The plight of the industry 
has drawn attention from the 
White House and the incom- 
ing ((biinia administration in 
recent days, as well as among 
lawmakers. 
Last week, President-elect 
nh.mi,i prodded the Bush 
administration  to do  more 
to help the industry, and on 
Monday, aides said he raised 
the issue with President Bush 
in an Oval Office conversa- 
tion meant to underscore a 
smooth transition of power. 
Officials familiar with the 
conversation said the presi- 
dent replied he was open to 
the idea. 
Before adjourning for the 
elections, Congress passed 
legislation providing for $25 
billion in government-backed 
loans to the automakers to 
prod them to retool their fac- 
tories to make more efficient 
vehicles. 
Since then, executives from 
GM, Ford and Chrysler LLC 
HOUSING 
A chance to win 
FREE RENT for a year 
Win one of two FREE 
parking packages for the BTSU 
Great Glve-A-Ways to the 
first ?$oin attendance 
and other door prizes 
TAIK ro 
Rental Mgmt Companies 
Office cf the Dean of Students 
Office of Residence lite 
Student legal Services 
Student Money Management 
BC City Departments 
University Dining Services 
Wood County Health Department 
Fair Housing Center 
SPONSOf ED iV 
Off-Campus Student Services 
JOI fiowen Thompson Student Union 
CONTACT INFO 
4'9 ill lUi 
offcampus»bgsu edu 
•wrtvbgsuedu/omcei/ii/offtampus 
... &ut yodi do h<ts*  options. 
(P.S. Mom isn't MI oStA*m). 
Ask aloitt this and mot* 
at t/i*  ^/ous'ma fair-. 
BGSU 




Nancy Pelosi| House Speaker 
and officials in the United 
Autoworkers union have 
called for more than that 
to avert a possible collapse 
of one of the nation's most 
basic industries, including a 
$25 billion loan to help keep 
the companies afloat and $25 
billion more to help cover 
future health care payments 
for about 780,000 retirees and 
their dependents. 
GM and Ford reported last 
week that they spent down 
their cash reserves by a com- 
bined $14.6 billion in the past 
three months. Ford said it 
would slash more than 2,000 
white collar jobs. 
Pelosi's statement did not 
specify how large an aid pack- 
age she prefers. 
Instead, she said she had 
asked Rep. Barney Frank, 
D-Mass„ chairman of the 
House Financial Services 
Committee, to draft legisla- 
tion. 
A companion effort is under 
way in the Senate. 
The Senate is scheduled to 
meet tjext week in a postelec- 
tion session, but until Pelosi 
issued her statement, it was 
not clear the House would fol- 
low suit. 
The House already has 
passed legislation to provide 
additional unemployment 
insurance benefits for some 
of the growing ranks of the 
nation's jobless, as well as a 
separate measure to stimu- 
late the economy. 
That meant the Senate 
could have passed either or 
both bills and sent them to 
the While House for Bush's 
signature without further 
action by the House. 
Pelosi's announcement 
changed that, and raised 
the possibility of a postelec- 
tion session that covers more 
areas. 
The Bush administration, 
for example, has said that 
enactment of a free trade 
agreement with Colombia is 
its top priority in Congress. 
Many Democrats oppose 
the proposed agreement as 
written. But it is unclear what, 
if any, compromise might be 
possible that would allow 
auto assistance and a trade 
agreement to be the last major 
measures signed into law by 
the outgoing president. 
In her statement, Pelosi said 
any assistance to the industry 
should include limits on exec- 
utive compensation, rigorous 
government review authority 
and other taxpayer protec- 
tions. 
TEXAS HOLD 'EM 
TOURNAMENTS 
Proceeds benefit the Wood County Humane Society 
Nov 15th and 16th 
Held at the Fraternal Order of Police lodge 
located on the Wood County Fairgrounds at 
13800 W Poe, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
$50 TOURNAMENTS w/REBUYS: 
Saturday 15th - Noon and 5pm 
Sunday 16th - Noon and 5pm 
CASH TABLES OPBt AT 11 AM - FOOD AND MM AVMLA8LE 
MU8T K UIM MM VMM IdlflliHBon fl 9>w MAI 
Sponsored by LMARIES Laundromat 
•.-..■ i '.    r i 
TT 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM CAMPUS . Wednesday. Ngvembw 12. ?0O3 3 
GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Som*ewrts taken fromevents bgwedu 
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Toy Drive for the Kinship 
Navigator Program 
Union 
II am- S p.m. 
Blood Bowl VII 
Union 
8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Exhibit #5: Sculpture Club 
130 Union 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Women's Gymnastics 
Change Drive 
Union Table Space 
4:30 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
Teacher Preparation 
Extravaganza 
222 Education Building 
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Coming Out Support Group 
107 Hanna Hall 
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Native American Unit 
Council Annual Fall Event 
Union 
6 p.m. - 8 P.T. 
NAUC Speakers Forum 
201 Union 
7 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
Don't Let the Sex Bugs Bite 
516 Union 
8p.m 
FAS: Laura Melton, Piano 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
9 p.m.-11 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Pub: Last 
Comic Standing Semifinals 
New status 
awarded to UMD 
By Jeanette Der Bedrosian 
U Wire 
The U.S. Department of Education 
has awarded the university $2.4 
million and the status of a "minor- 
ity-serving institution" for Asian- 
Americans and related groups, 
according to a University of 
Maryland news release. 
The designation, announced in 
late July but only recently accept- 
ed, means the university will 
"potentially [givel added weight... 
to any request for federal funding" 
geared toward Asian-American 
studies, according to the release. 
To be eligible for the status, 
an institution must have at least 
10 percent of its student body 
as Asian-Americans, American 
Indians or Pacific Islanders. 
Fourteen percent of the students 
at this university identify with one 
of those ethnicities. 
Only five other schools — none 
of which are public research 
institutions — were awarded the 
status. Other winners, many of 
which are community colleges, 
are the University of Guam, the 
City College of San Francisco, 
Foothill-De Anza Community 
College in Silicon Valley, South 
Seattle Community College and 
University of Hawaii at Hilo, said 
Larry Shinagawa, director of 
the university's Asian American 
Studies Program. 
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USING THE BREAK TO CATCH UP ON CLASS WORK 
8EN L0HMAN 
STUDIOUS: Junkus Danielle Auber (left) and Ashley Ragen (right) took full advantage of their break from classes on Veterans Day. The two event planning majors used the day off to study for their upcoming MKT 300 exam. 
Yale attracts more women than 
men, but male acceptance higher 
By Raymond Carlson 
U-W,re 
A total of 2,281 more women 
than men applied to Yale last 
fall, reflecting the greatest gen- 
der disparity among applicants 
in decades. 
But despite tlje higher num- 
ber of female applicants. (>H 
more men than women were 
offered a place in the class of 
2012. When last year's admis- 
sions cycle was over, the dif- 
ference was clear-cut: 9.8 
percent of men - and just 
7.5 percent of women — were 
accepted. In response, Dean 
of Admissions leff liren/el told 
the News on Monday that the 
College will actively review all 
its admissions data and pro- 
cesses with respect to gen- 
der beginning in December, 
though he maintained that 
Yale does not aim to reach a 
predetermined quota of male 
to female admitted students. 
"We make no explicit effort 
of any kind, whether before, 
during or at the close of the 
selection process to influ- 
ence or adjust the overall 
gender ratio of the students 
we admit," Brenzel said in a 
written statement. 
The  acceptance  rates  for 
Yale's male and female appli- 
cants have become increas- 
ingly divergent in recent years; 
the trend reached a peak last 
year, when there was a 30 per- 
cent disparity among admitted 
students. But at the same time, 
the trend is not apparent at 
competing institutions such as 
Harvard, Princeton or Stanford 
University. 
Internal research by the 
admissions office has shown 
that men and women admitted 
to Yale are equally qualified, 
Brenzel said. The research also 
found that applicants of both 
genders face no statistically 
significant difference in their 
chances oladmission.' 
"We have therefore been 
inclined to conclude that we 
ate seeing equivalent numbers 
of the most competitive appli- 
cants," the statement read. 
Still, the difference in 
acceptance rates for male and 
female applicants — which 
has grown from 12 to 30 
percent in the past six years 
— has prompted the admis- 
sions office to seek assistance 
from the Committee on Yaje 
College Admissions Policy, co- 
chaired by University President 
Richard Levin and incoming 
College Dean Mary Miller. 
"We make no explicit 
effort of any kind... to 
influence or adjust the 
overall gender ratio..." 
Jeff Btenzel | Dean of Admissions 
The committee is called 
upon routinely to examine 
different admissions-related 
policies, Brenzel said, and in 
this case Levin has asked the 
committee to look specifically 
at gender. 
Levin said he has also 
enlisted the help of econom- 
ics professor Ray Fair to help 
him examine admissions data 
related to gender. 
"We're not quite sure why 
this is happening, and we'd like 
to do some work to see what's 
going on there," Levin said in 
an interview Sunday. 
The Widening Gap 
While the differences 
between the number of male 
andfemaleapplicantsmayhave 
seemed negligible six years 
ago. administrators agreed 
that the disparity apparent in 
the last year's admissions data 
has reached a level that can no 
longer be ignored. 
letzsche quote not 
welcome at Temple College 
By Marissa Williams 
Administrators at Temple 
College asked professor 
Kerry Laird to remove a sign 
on his office door displaying 
the words "God is dead" in 
German. 
College officials gave the 
order to the literature and com- 
position professor in response 
to a student complaint. 
"I've dealt with such 
closed-mindedness before," 
Laird said. 
Laird posted the Iriedrich 
Nietzsche quote, "Clott ist tot," 
after another controversial 
sign was ripped off his door by 
an unknown person. 
Laird had a cartoon posted 
on his door with Smokey the 
Bear, a Girl Scout and a Boy 
Scout with the line, "Kids — 
don't ("' with Cod. or bears 
will eat you." After receiving 
a complaint, he changed the 
wording to say "don't mess 
with God." 
Laird said he understood 
why the college would not 
want profanity posted in the 
hallway. Before Laird could get 
a response from the univer- 
sity administration if the new 
cartoon with the word "mess" 
replacing the profanity would 
be acceptable, someone took 
the sign, Laird said. 
After review, the admin- 
istration believed that the 
request to remove the car- 
toon and quote was inappro- 
priate, she said. The state- 
ment said, "All that should 
have been required was the 
deleting of the obscenity 
from the cartoon caption." 
Administrators threatened 
that if Laird pursued legal 
action, his contract would not 
be renewed, he said, laird has 
been in communication with 
the Foundation for Individual 
Rights in Education, a non- 
partisan, nonprofit founda- 
tion providing legal networks 
across the country for people 
who feel their individual rights 
have been violated. 
The foundation wrote a let- 
ter to the college on behail of 
Laird to express intense dis- 
agreement about the actions 
taken by the college,'' said 
will Creeley, director of legal 
and public advocac) at the 
foundation. 
"We will surely win if (Laird] 
decides to take this to court.'' 
Creeley said. 
Creeley said the college's 
actions are unconstitu- 
tional, violating Laird's First 
Amendment rights. 
419.353.3300        www.cbeech.com 
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STAFF EDITORIALS 
AlertBG fails real-life test 
Maybe University officials just 
didn't think an emergency 
could happen on campus at 
6:30 in the morning. 
How else could you explain 
the 36-minute delay in activat- 
ing the AlertBG text message 
system to notify students, fac- 
ulty and staff about a possible 
gunshot in Lot 12 on Friday 
morning? 
In an effort most likely to 
prevent false alarms, official 
procedure for the AlertBG sys- 
tem allows only a handful of 
University, administrators and 
officials to send out an emer- 
gency advisory. These offi- 
cials included President Carol 
Cartwright, an official in the 
president's cabinet designated 
to use the system, the Chief 
of campus police or the com- 
manding officer of the police if 
the chief is not on duty. 
But unfortunately, on Friday 
morning, neither the presi- 
dent nor her designee could l>c 
reached. The chief of campus 
police, James Wiegand, was on 
vacation. And the commanding 
officer, Lt. Dave Weekly — the 
only person on campus capable 
of sending out a text—was actu- 
ally in lx»t 12 at the time with a 
radio in one hand and a flash- 
light and gun in the other, trying 
to resolve the situation. 
The result was students 
signed up for AlertBG did not 
find out about the 6:30 a.m. 
incident until 7:06 a.m. How 
far can a gunman travel on this 
campus — even BV f°°t — 'n 36 
minutes? 
Luckily, no one was injured 
or killed in connection to 
Friday's events, but University 
officials had no way of knowing 
the suspect's intentions or what 
the outcome could have been at 
6:30 Friday morning. 
So why aren't there general 
warning messages ready for 
sending for specific situations 
like a possible gunshot on cam- 
pus? That way the command- 
ing officer (the one frantically 
trying to control the situation) 
could just radio a dispatcher 
to send out, let's say, "possible 
shooting alert number 3," at 
6:32 a.m. That would certainly 
be quicker than having to tran- 
scribe a message via walkie- 
talkie, as was the case Friday 
morning. Then a more detailed 
message could be sent out at 
7:06 a.m. after more was known 
about the situation. 
We admit that a general 
warning message of a possible 
shooter would have no doubt 
caused a panic across the cam- 
pus, but at least the students, 
faculty and staff would have 
been alert and on their guard. 
And given recent tragedies at 
Virginia Tech and Northern 
Illinois University, it would be 
far better to deal with a false 
panic than the potential after- 
math of mass shooting. 
This is why University offi- 
cials need to re-exainine and 
alter the procedure for using 
the AlertBG system so that 
someone on campus is always 
authorized and, more impor- 
tantly, capable of sending out 
a message immediately when 
a crisis breaks out. There is no 
reason why it should take 36 
minutes to find out about a 
shooting on campus — even if 
it's a,t 6:30 a.m. 
... but we all still need it 
So you check your Facebook 
news feed 10 times a day to 
learn your friend just joined 
"One Million Strong to get 
Chuck Norris an Oscar." You've 
got Twitter updates going to 
your cell phone to let you know 
how much your best friend 
hates his econ homework. But 
if a shooting happens on cam- 
pus, are you goi ng to be the last 
to know? 
Chances are you will be. As 
of Friday, less than a quarter 
of University students were 
signed up for the AlertBG 
text message system that 
was implemented last year 
to instantaneously notify 
students about emergency 
situations on campus. 
We all rememberthe horror 
of Virginia Tech little more 
than a year and a half ago, 
just as surely as we remem- 
ber the mass shooting on 
Northern Illinois University's 
campus this past February. 
So why would University stu- 
dents not want to run out 
and sign up for a system that 
could very well help prevent 
a similar situation from hap- 
pening on this campus? 
True, the system does have 
its kinks — the half hour delay 
in sending out a text alert after 
Friday morning's shooting on 
campus was' unacceptable 
— but it is our sincerest hope 
"Start using texting 
for something other 
than finding out what 
party your friends are 
going to tonight." 
the University will fix these 
. problems of inefficiency. And 
when the system is fixed, the 
AlertBG will be your first line 
of defense in a crisis. 
And complaints about the 
University not sending out a 
mass e-mail about the situ- 
ation until nearly two hours 
after the shooting are perfectly 
valid. An e-mail should have 
been issued much sooner. But 
the University is right to focus 
on perfecting the text message 
system. E-mails are not partic- 
ularly helpful since you either 
have to own a Blackberry or 
be at your computer to check 
them. And given how most 
students on this campus are 
inseparable from their cell 
phones, texting is by far the 
best way to notify students in a 
crisis situation. 
But the system can only 
work if the University knows 
your digits. So take the time to 
sign up for it. All you have to do 
is log in to MyBGSU and click 
the brown AlertBG tab at the 
top of the screen. At that point 
it just takes less than two min- 
utes to enter your first and last 
names, create a password and 
type in your phone number. 
It's that easy. 
So play it smart and start 
using texting for something 
other than finding out what 
party your friends are going 
to tonight. We all hope that 
an emergency will never 
happen on campus. But if it 
does, wouldn't you like to be 
in the know? 
The bumpy road to a degree is littered with personal strife 
Monday was my birthday, and 
on that day I learned some valu- 
able lessons. 
Through my stream of con- 
sciousness, I started to wonder 
If this was the direction I want- 
ed my life to go. At one time I 
expected my graduation date to 
be lune 2003, not 2008 like it is 
going to be. Let me tell you the 
story of how I got sidetracked 
in the educational process, so 
that those that ate planning 
on graduating in the next few 
years don't have t he same t h i ng 
happen to them. 
It actually started my fresh- 
man year, 1999. at Miami 
University of Ohio. I was getting 
ready to turn 19.1 had met some- 
one 1 thought was the coolest 
person ever because I had lived 
a very, very, VERY, sheltered life 
before that. The specifics of who 
he was aren't necessary; it is 
[he merall effect of this person 
that deeply ingrained himself in 
how I would relate to others and 
eventually myself. 
He lied: about who he real- 
ly was. his age, his family, his 
military service, his car being 
repossessed, his anger — basi- 
cally everything. I, being the 
naive freshman, thought this 
was all just about learning who 
this person was and truly get- 
ting to know them beyond the 
first layer. That's when I gave 
up being myself and started to 
become what people wanted 
me to be. 
My mom wanted me to gradu- 
ate and quickly get a new job. My 
dad. the same, but he was more 
interested in me finding a job 
that I would like. The guy 1 was 
dating wanted me to lie to my 
parents about who he was, and 
didn't want to meet them. My 
college advisor wanted me to 
schedule my classes for the next 
CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS!!!! 
Just need to voice your opinions? 
•The BG New is looking for more 
columnists for the Forum section. 
Apply by: 
E-mailing thenews@bgnews.com 
Calling us at 419-372-6966. 
semester. My job at Pizza Nut 
wanted me to come in and stop 
calling oil sick. 
Three years after 1 met 
that guy, things started to 
get worse. In October 2002. I 
was so depressed and sick of 
everything in life. He was get- 
ting violent and resented me 
I dropped out of school. I was 
done with that as well. 
I remember calling my moth- 
er at her school, the day before 
Halloween 2002, and telling 
her I was home. She thought 
I meant Oxford, Ohio. I told 
her Oregon, Ohio. Her house. 
The disappointment was in her 
"It's been five years... but this December, I 
will be graduating for real. The emotional 
rollercoaster of self-discovery is coming 
around a smooth turn." 
for having dragged him from 
Mississippi to Ohio. 
Then there was the incident 
in which he threw my head into 
a wall. 
1 was done with it. I called a 
lew friends, and while he had to 
work a double-shift, my friends 
and I packed up everything that 
was mine into two cars and a 
van, and drove the four hours 
North back to Toledo. 
voice, but she understood why I 
had left school. 
I moved back in with my 
parents, just for a few months, 
because I couldn't stay there and 
know that 1 had failed them. 
1 was the "Golden Child," the 
one with the really high grades, 
dreams of the future, ability to 
do whatever I wanted in life. And 
instead, I had let someone com- 
pletely take over my life, hurt 
me, and make me doubt myself. 
I moved to England, and 
stayed with a friend that just 
let me rest. I would sleep for 18 
hours, stay up just long enough 
to eat something, and then crawl 
upstairs and sleep for another 18 
hours. Three months into doing 
that, I got bored. It was then that 
a fire started in my belly. I start- 
ed getting my ambition, drive, 
creative side, whatever you want 
to call it, back. 1 was becoming 
me again. 
When I returned home 
six months later, I enrolled at 
Owens Community College. I 
only took a few classes, because 
I didn't want to burn out again. 
Slowly, but steadily I was gaining 
momentum. 
It was around this time I met 
someone else. His name was 
Brady. I was much more cautious 
this time around, but through 
my past experiences, I could see 
he was different. I could depend 
on him. His strength allowed me 
to realize I had grown up. 
It's been five years since I was 
supposed to graduate. But this 
December, 1 will be graduating 
for real. The emotional roller- 
coaster of self-discovery is com- 
ing around the smooth turn. 
Asa means of closure, I wanted 
to fi nd out what had happened to 
the guy that made me hate who 
I was back in my Miami days. It 
seems as though law enforce- 
ment was in his future. 
Three years after I had left 
him, he got himself another 
girlfriend. When she broke it off 
with him, he cracked. He kid- 
napped her, held her a gunpoint, 
and drove her across state lines 
to Wisconsin, where the FBI 
caught up with him. 
He will be in jail for a very 
longtime. 
So as you can see, I am ready 
for this graduation. I am ready 
to get on with my life in the way 
that I should have back in 2003.1 
am ready to finally become me. 
- Respond to Lori at 
theiiews@bgnews.com. 
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Bush celebrates last Veterans Day in office 
By Devlin Barrett 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — President Bush 
wistfully saluted the nation's vet- 
erans yesterday as he prepared to 
hand two ongoing wars over to 
his successor, saying he'll "miss 
being the commander in chief of 
such a fabulous group.'' 
Bush marked his last Veterans 
Day as president at a New York 
pier, speaking to a crowd of thou- 
sands bundled against the windy 
November chill for the rededica- 
tion ceremony of the USS Intrepid 
Sea, Air and Space Museum. 
The president praised veterans 
in thecrowd, includingthose who 
served aboard the Intrepid in its 
long history of military action. 
'Today we send a clear mes- 
sage to all who have worn the 
uniform: Thank you for your 
courage, thank you for your sac- 
rifice, and thank you for stand- 
ing up when your nation needed 
you most,'' said Bush, who will 
soon turn over to President-elect 
Barack Obama the responsibility 
for wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
Obama has pledged to remove 
troops from Iraq and increase 
troops in Afghanistan. 
With a little more than two 
months until he leaves office, 
the president teased lawmakers 
in attendance about the upcom- 
ing lame-duck legislative session, 
and joked that one thing he won't 
m iss as president is New York City 
traffic jams. 
Thai he grew serious. 
"I will miss being the com- 
mander in chief of such a fabu- 
lous group of men and women, 
those who wear the uniform 
of the United States military,'' 
Bush said. 
Closer to l he Wh ite House, Vice 
President Dick Cheney marked 
Veterans Day by solemnly plac- 
ing a wreath at the Tomb of the 
Unknowns at Arlington National 
Cemetery. Cheney then offered a 
glowing tribute to the U.S. armed 
forces: "No single military power 
in history has done greater good, 
shown greater courage, liberated 
more people, or upheld higher 
standards of decency and valor." 
The president spoke in the 
shadow of the Intrepid and near 
the amphibious assault ship 
USS Bataan, where sailors and 
marines peered down on the 
GERALD HERBERT    « PHI 
ASTRONAUTS: President Bush walks with former astronauts Edwin 'Buzz' Aldrm. left, and 
Scott Carpenter during the rededication ceremony of the Intrepid Sea. Air and Space Museum 
"I will miss being the 
commander in chief 
of such a fabulous 
group..." 
George W. Bush | Ptesident 
ceremony from the ship's deck. 
Astronauts Scott Carpenter and 
Buzz Aldrin helped the president 
toss a wreath into the Hudson 
River as a bugler played "Taps." 
Finally, it was time/or the cere- 
monial breaking of a champagne 
bottle against the hull — only the 
bottle didn't break. 
That wasn't the only off 
moment. 
When Bush's helicopter landed 
on the deck, an exhibit helicopter 
came loose. Buffeted by the wash 
of Marine One's blades, the tail of 
the retired Sea Cobra helicopter 
slid into another museum plane, 
a Skynight. Neither appeared 
damaged. 
Before the speech, Bush told 
reporters that one veteran in par- 
ticular — his father, a Worid War 
II pilot — had inspired him and 
helped him "appreciate the com- 
mitment to our country that the 
veterans have made." Bush him- 
self served in the National Guard 
during the Vietnam war era. 
While in New York, the presi- 
dent also met privately with fam- 
ilies of fallen military personnel. 
The Intrepid returned last 
month to the pier where it has 
served for 24 years as a military 
and space museum, a peren- 
nially popular tourist site in 
New York City. In late 2006, the 
carrier was moved for exten- 
sive repairs and improvements 
costing nearly S120 million. 
Launched in 1943 as one of 
the Navy's then-new Essex-class 
attack carriers, the USS Intrepid 
figured in six major Pacifictheater 
campaigns including Leyte Gulf, 
the war's greatest naval battle. It 
survived five Japanese kamikaze 
planes and a torpedo but lost 270 
crew members in combat. 
After World War II, the 
Intrepid saw service in the 
Korean and Vietnam wars and 
was twice a recovery ship for 
NASA astronauts. Then it was 
decommissioned and moth- 
balled in a Philadelphia ship- 
yard and slated for demolition 
until rescued by New York real 
estate developer and philan- 
thropist Zachary Fisher. 
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Arkansas behind in election 
of African American officials 
ByAndr.wD.Millo 
The Associated Press 
LITTl.l- ROCK. Ark. — Arkansas 
remains the only state from 
the former Confederacy never 
to elect an African-American 
to Congress or any statewide 
office — and last week it soundly 
rejected the man set to become 
the nation's first black president. 
Barack Obama lost by 
20 percentage points, even 
though fellow Democrats con- 
trol all of Arkansas' statewide 
offices, both chambers of the 
Legislature and three of ils four 
congressional districts. 
Many blacks say race is the 
reason, and consider the poor 
showing to be another frustrat- 
ing chapter in Arkansas' long 
and tortured civil-rights history, 
"To vote for an African- 
American at a statewide level 
would show we're willing to 
move forward. We have an obli- 
gation to continue to believe that 
piece of history that is indelibly 
in people's brains," said loyce 
Elliott a Democrat unopposed 
last week in a state Senate race 
in Little Rock. 
Elliott, who is black, said 
she would someday like to run 
for statewide or congressional 
office but is not encouraged 
by the state's history. 
"It's important for all of 
the state to say this is some- 
thing we want to do. This is 
an opportunity gap we need to 
fill," she said. 
Obama's losing Arkansas was 
not unexpected. He made no 
irips to a state that had gone 
Republican in every presiden- 
tial election since 1980 except 
when its former governor Bill 
Clinton was running for the 
White I louse. 
Since Obama did not cam- 
paign here the way he did in 
the Southern states he won 
— Florida, Virginia and North 
Carolina — it's hard to predict 
how future black candidates 
might fare in Arkansas, said 
lay Bintli. a political scientist at 
I lendrix (lollegc InO inway. 
"There really wasn't a dia- 
logue about his candidacy in 
the state." Barlh said. "In the 
absence of that conversation, it 
allowed certain stereotypes and 
assumptions about Obama to 
really lock in in the eyes of the 
Arkansas electorate.'' 
Exit polls conducted with 
Arkansas voters last week 
showed that (ill percent of white 
voters went for Republican John 
McCain, with 30 percent voting 
for Obama. 
Obese children 
have old arteries 
By Marilynn Marchion* 
The Associated Press 
NEW ORLEANS — Oliese chil- 
dren as young as 10 had the 
arteries of 45-year-olds and 
other heart abnormalities that 
greatly raise their risk of heart 
disease, say doctors. 
"As the old saying goes, you're 
as old as your arteries are," 
said Dr. Geetha Raghuveer of 
Children's Hospital In Kansas 
City, who led one of the studies. 
About a third of American 
children are overweight and 
one-fifth are obese. Many par- 
ents think that "baby fat" will 
melt away as kids get older. But 
research increasingly shows 
that fat kids become fat adults, 
with higher risks for many 
health problems. 
"Obesity is not benign in chil- 
dren and adolescents,"' said Dr. 
Robert Eckel, a former hearl 
. association president and car- 
diologist at the University of 
Colorado-Denver. 
Raghuveer wanted to see if 
early signs of damage could 
be documented. She and col- 
leagues used painless ultra- 
sound tests to measure the 
thickness of the wall of a 
major neck artery in 70 chil- 
dren, ages 10 to 16. Almost all 
had abnormal cholesterol and 
many were obese. 
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES! 
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES 
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2008. 
Amenities included in many of our houses: 
- Furnished or unfurnished 
- Washer and Dryer 
- Garbage disposal, dishwasher 
- Large yards 
- 1 and 2 car garages 
- Full basements 
- Most homes are NEW or REMODELED 
- Air conditioning 
- Gas log fireplaces 
- 1-2 blocks from campus 
- May or August leases available 
- Microwaves 
- Walk in closets         f 
<3s 3-6 People allowed depending on location 
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com GREEMUAR, mc 
+ American Red Cross 
Give Blood. 
Blood Bowl VII 
BG vs. UT Blood Bowl VII 
BG Campus Blood Drive 
In the Student Union Multi-Purpose Room 
Monday - Friday 
November 10 -14, 2008 
11 am - 5 pm 
Call1-800-GIVE-LIFE 
(1-800-448-3543) 
to schedule an appointment 
Come to the drive and receive a 
Blood Bowl VII t-shirt! 
Please bring a valid ID and drink plenty of fluids before donating1 
Walk-ins Welcome! 
Sponsored by the American Red Cross and the BGSU Red Cross Club 
Blood donors musl be al leasl 17 years old, weigh HI least 110 pounds, he in general 
good health and provide a valid pholo ID upon donalion. 
2008 tlir An«i.-.i« N.H.M.      ■
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SIDELINES 
RUGBY 
Falcon rugby wins 
big again 
The BG rugby team took 
another step in the Midwest 
League Tournament with a 
52-3 win over Northern Iowa 





Herb Score died yesterday 
after a long battle with illness. 
The legendary Cleveland 
Indians pitcher and 
broadcaster was 75. 
Page 7 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure and log on to The BG 
News Sports Blog for 
continued updates on all 
BG sports. This week, we 
are bringing you a mid-week 
MAC pick em and coverage 
of the football team's 
preparation for next Friday's 





1995-Dan Marino breaks 
Fran Tarkenton's record with 
47.003 passing yards. 
1992-Yankees pitcher 
Steve Howe is reinstated to 
baseball for the eighth time 
1975—Mets pitcher Tom 
Seaver wins his third Cy 
Young Award. 
1933—The first Sunday 
NFL game is played. It was 
previously illegal. 
The List 
Cleveland pitching and 
broadcasting legend Herb 
Score died yesterday at 75. 
He will forever be a piece of 
Cleveland history and here 
are five of bis best moments: 
1.1955: Herb Score 
bursted onto the baseball 
scene in his rookie campaign 
winning AL Rookie of the 
Year after going 16-10 with a 
2.85 ERA. 
2.1956: Score continued 
his dominance in his second 
season when he went 20-9 
with a 2.53 ERA and 263 
strikeouts. 
3.1957: Score was hit in 
the face by a Gil McDougald 
line drive. Although he recov- 
ered his vision fully, Score was 
never the same pitcher again 
and retired in 1962 
4.1968-1997: Score 
was the radio voice of the 
Indians for 30 years and 
revered across baseball for 
his broadcasting style. His 
final game was Game 7 of the 
1997 World Series. 
5.1998: Score was 
inducted to the Broadcasting 
Hall of Fame. Shortly after his 
induction. Score was involved 
in a near fatal car accident. 
Football notes: BG's offense and defense go into bye on high note 
LEAD BLOCK: Offensive lineman Ben Bojicic leads the way (or Chris Bullock against Ohio. 
The O-line was a concern (or itie team before the season but lias played well through 10 games. 
By Chris Voloschuk 
Sports Editor 
After a decisive 28-3 win last week 
over Ohio, the Falcon football 
team is entering a much needed 
bye week. They'll have a whole 
extra week to prepare for their next 
opponent Buffalo, it will be BG's 
final home game of the season. 
Trie injury report 
For most of the season, the 
Falcons' injured list has looked 
largely the same from week 
to week. 
But by kickoff time against 
Buffalo, lit; could be the healthiest 
it's been since the second week of 
tlie season. Running backs Willie 
(icier. (:liris Bullock and Anthony 
Turner, though still banged up, all 
played in the Ohio game. Receiver 
Freddie Barnes, who's been out for 
some time, could play next week. 
"Freddie's getting there. I hope 
we'll have him for Buffalo," said 
he-ad coach Gregg Brandon. "He'll 
come out this week at practice and 
we'll see how he moves around." 
Love for the O-line 
Since the Falcons had struggled 
to win games throughout the 
month of October, some of the pos- 
itives of the season have been lost. 
Oncol those positives has Ixvmhe 
play of the offensive line. 
Despite the offense putting up 
less points pel game than last sea 
son. quartet I lack I ylcr Sheehan has 
had enough lime in the pocket to 
make throws roughly all year. 
(iiven that the strength ol the line 
was a major concern for the team 
since the spring season, Brandon 
was happy with how the unit has 
progressed. 
"They've held up pretty well." 
Brandon said "Our offensive pro 
duction isn't where I think it should 
he right now, hut I think tea com 
hination of things, not all the Offen- 
sive line's fault. Injuries in the hack- 
field, injuries ai receiver—those 
tilings have factored into the fact 
that [production has decreased!. 
l'oint-wise. I think we're okay, but 
overall pnxluction-wisc. we're not 
at what I'm used ID." 
See NOTES •■■;■■•■: 
coring from all angles 
Sophomore guard looking to improve on strong freshman campaign 
By Andrew Harner 
Assistant Sports fcditot 
After win ninga laundry list of post-season 
awards and etching her name into the BG 
record books, it's nt) secret that Lauren 
Proiliaska will have more expectations to 
live up to t his season. 
But she is looking to play her game 
rather than worry about what everyone 
else is wanting her to do. 
"I haven't really thought about it all that 
much," Prochaska said "We've just been 
trying to play hard." 
She came to BG as a standout high 
school player from Plain Gity, Ohio, last 
"She's a great, great asset to our team. And she's going 
to be a big part of the team's success this year." 
key Goldsberry | Team captain 
season, but after placing herself in the 
top 10 of seven freshmen record lists en 
route to being named the Mid-American 
Conference's Freshman of the Year, 
Prochaska is a secret no longer. 
Not that she was a secret coming into 
college. In high school, she averaged no 
less than 23 points per game and aver- 
aged 32 while leading her lonathan Alder 
team to a state championship in her 
senior season. 
That success continued into the first 
season of her collegiate career. 
Slotted into the starling line-up for 
the first game of the season against 
Valparaiso. Prochaska proved she 
belonged in the NCAA. 
With 19 points, four steals and two 
rebounds In that game. Prochaska made 
a big first impression and sel the tone for 
what she would do the rest of the season. 
"She's a great great assel to our team." 
captain l.indsey Goldsberry said. "And 
she's going to be a big part of the team's 
sun ess this year." 
If she does anything close to what she 
did last year, Goldsberry prcdiclion will 
be spot on. 
By the end of last season. Prochaska 
had racked up quite the list of honors 
and records. 
See LAUREN; Page 7 
Death in Petiots family puts 
damper on BG hockey team 
By Ethan Magoc 
Reporter 
A death in the family put the 
BG hockey team's recent loss to 
Lake Superior into context. 
lerrold Petiol, father of Falcon 
freshman Dean Petiot, died of a 
heart attack last Friday. He was 
59 years old. 
Dean Petiot, who has played 
in one game this season against 
Alaska, received word of his 
father's passing late Friday night 
after the team's 2-0 loss. He told 
the coaching staff about it and 
was immediately permitted to 
leave the team. 
Petiot flew out of the Sault 
St. Marie Airport to Toronto, 
where he boarded a plane back 
to Edmonton, which is near his 
native hometown of Oaysland, 
Alberta. 
"We've had some players 
lose grandparents in the past, 
but we've not had anyone lose 
parents," said BG coach Scott 
Paluch. "It's obviously a sad 
situation." 
Petiot is one of five childret. 
Dean 
Petiot 
Freshman is out 
indefinitely alter 
father's death 
he  has  three brothers  and 
one sister. 
His older brother Richard 
played college hockey at 
Colorado College and cur- 
rently plays for the Toronto 
Marlies. the American Hockey 
League affiliate of the Toronto 
Maple Leafs. 
Prayer services for lerrold 
Petiot were held last night in 
Daysland and a mass, followed 
by a burial, are scheduled for 
this morning at 11 a.m. 
Paluch said he has given his 
freshman defenseman as much 
time as he needs to be with his 
family. 
"Oh absolutely," Paluch said. 
"He's contacted his professors 
and it's a situation where it's 
a tragic thing that he and his 
nily will have to take the time 
ecessary to get through." 
JUSTIN KIINE      !■■:       -..■■" 
BE AMER: Junior transfer Andrew Beam is tackled by defenders during last weekend's game against Ohio. 
Beam's transfer paying dividends for Falcons 
By Andrew Harnar 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Hypotheticallyspeakiiig, thel-alcon 
football team could be without 21 
points this season had lercmiah 
Kelley never transferred to BG. 
This may sound like a re-run 
story from last season considering 
Kelley scored three touchdowns in 
his ill■btii season with the Falcons 
and only has one this year. 
But, without Kelley's com- 
ing to BG, back-up quarterback 
Andrew Beam may never have 
transferred here. 
"He was here, and I think it was 
really important tliat I would have 
a guy that I knew, could relate to 
and could get the tnith from about 
the school and the program," Beam 
said of Kelley. "I felt comfonable in 
that situation." 
Both players played two seasons 
See BEAM | Page 8 
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Rugby continues dominant season, wins big again 
By Christopher Rambo 
Reporter 
Playing for the fourth time this sea- 
son without the services of Nick 
Vrviani, the 2008-09 version of BG 
Rugby proved once again that they 
are much more than a one-man 
production, dismantling Northern 
Iowa 52-3 Saturday in the first round 
of the Midwest League Tournament. 
The Falcons, led by 17 points 
from Viviani's backup Dan 
Brandenstein. did not seem the 
least bit fazed by the absence of 
their ace fry half, as they seized con- 
trol from the Panthers early on and 
were never seriously threatened for 
the remainder of the afternoon. 
"1 thought that our offense did a 
terrific job of takingadvantageof the 
holes in the middle of the defense," 
said coach Tony Mazzarella. "It was 
a terrific all-around effort by our 
guys today." 
At the outset it appeared as if tlic 
Falcons might be in for a tattle, as 
UNI quickly gained possession and 
promptly drove deep into falcon 
territory. After a long possession, dur- 
ing which the B(l defense refused to 
budge, the Panthers eventually settled 
tor a penalty kick giving them a 3-0 
lead The advantage would proVB'to 
be short-lived however, as the BG 
offensive machine quickly Brad up 
and the falcons proceeded to go on 
one of tlxir patented scoring binges 
for which they have become famous. 
Highlights included: 
Eric Nutter picking off a UNI 
pass and feeding a streaking Tony 
Brown for a try. 
PHOIO PI10VIDE0 BY BG RUGBY 
INTERCEPTED: All-Amenean Rich Hines (middle) scored after an interception agam<t 
Northern Iowa. 
"I thought that our offense did a terrific 
job of taking advantage of the holes in the 
middle of the defense. It was a terrific all- 
around effort by our guys today." 
Tony M i . ■ 
An interception return by All- 
American Hich I lines for a try. 
Dune Miller picking up a loose 
ball and bulldozing several would 
be ladders for a try. 
Dan Brandenstein contributing a 
try and five first half conversion lucks, 
after previously snuggling with his 
kicking during Viviani's first injury. 
Bj the lime the flurry MBS com- 
plete, it was hall'time and IMI he-Id 
a 40-3 lead. 
Yccording In Mazzarella it was 
important for the Ralcons to capi- 
talize on their first half wind advan- 
tage and try to build up a safe cush- 
ion fin the second hall, when the 
Panthers would have the wind. 
"Coming into the game I had a 
number of about 28 points in mind 
for what I would like to see us get 
in the first half," Mazzarella sidd. "1 
figured if we could get to 28 without 
giving up too much then we would 
Ix' in gtxxl shape." 
Up against a stingy Hakim defense 
and tlic biting November gusts. 
Northern Itnva could OOl muster 
anytliing after their first lialf penalty 
kick, which was perfectly fine with 
tlxTalconswho were content to take 
advantage c >f their sizable lead by get- 
ting some backups into the action. 
"i thought our defense did a great 
job of negating tlieir size advantage 
by successfully taking away the 
middle of tlje field," Mazzarella said 
"Whan wa an able to take away the 
middle on defense lliat really allows 
us to use our outside speed to try -and 
steal the bak? 
Itahaps the only bit of bad news 
for the ralcons on this day was the 
fact that Mines was forced to leave 
the game with a broken ankle in 
the second half, shortly after scor- 
ing his third try. The Ail-American 
will gel plenty of time to rest how- 
ever, as the Hilcons are now set to 
enjoy a long winter break 
The Midwest "Ibumament will not 
resume until March 29 when BG will 
host Indiana in the semifinal The 
winner will face either Ohio State 
or Minnesota in the Championsliip, 
with the top two Midwest teams 
advancing to the National 
Championship Tournament on 
April 19. IK is Aside nill finish the 
fall with a 13-0 teCQtd Hie Overall 
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SUDOKO 
To play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9.There is no 
guessing or math involved. 
Just use logic to solve 
I   S   £ 
V I 6 
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L   6   17 
6   tr   S 
L 8 c 
£   I   9 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
Plajr more Sudoku and win prizes* 
PRIZESUDOKUCOM 
Cleveland leqend Herb Score dead at 75    LAUREN 
By Tom With.ri 
The Associated Press 
CLEVELAND — Herb Score, the 
Cleveland Indians pitcher and 
former broadcaster whose prom- 
ise on the mound was shattered 
by a line drive, died yesterday. 
1 le was 75. 
Score died at his home in 
Rocky River, Ohio, the team 
said in a statement. He had 
been in a wheelchair since suf- 
fering a stroke in 2002, four 
years after he was seriously 
injured in a car accident. 
A hard-throwing left-hander 
with a big fastball and big heart, 
Score pitched for the Indians 
from 1955-59. He was named the 
American League Rookie of the 
Year in 1955 after going 16-10. He 
went 20-9 in 1956 and was twice 
named to the All-Star team. 
However, Score's career took 
a sad and nearly tragic turn on 
May 7,1957, when GilMcUougald 
of the New York Yankees lined a 
ball off Score's right eye, breaking 
his nose and a number of bones 
in his face. As Score lay fallen on 
the field covered in blood, the 
public address announcer asked 
the crowd at Municipal Stadium, 
"If there is a doctor in the stands, 
will he please report to the 
playing field." 
Fearful of being hit again, 
Score changed his pitching 
motion, with less than favorable 
results. After two losing seasons 
in Cleveland he pitched parts of 
three seasons with the Chicago 
White Sox. He never won more 
than nine games after the injury 
and retired in 1962 with a 55-46 
record and 837 strikeouts in 858- 
plus innings. 
"Herb Score, who was signed 
by the same scout Cy Slapnicka 
as I was, would've been just as 
good if not better than Sandy 
Koufax if it wouldn't have been 
for his injury to his eye," Hall 
of Fame pitcher Bob Feller said. 
"And Sandy Koufax was the 
best pitcher I ever saw in my 
lifetime. Herb was a very dear 
friend of mine." 
HERBIE: Herb Score, shown here in a May 1.1955 game in Cleveland when he struck out 16 
Red So« batters, died after a boul with illness yesterday. 
From Page 6 
Most notably, she rewrote the 
Falcon freshman record book, 
setting a new mark in points 
(502) and placing second in scor- 
ing average (14.8 ppg), rebounds 
(200) and steals (62). 
She also garnered the Cornell 
Classic MVP award and placed 
herself fifth on the all-time MAC 
freshman scoring list 
All the while, I'rochaska shot 
B6.7 percent from the free throw 
line, which placed her second 
in the MAC to Ohio's l-aurcn 
kohn's 88.1 percent and placed 
her 12th in the nation — second 
among freshmen. 
Goldsberry wasn't the only 
one who is expecting a big year 
out of I'rochaska, as she was 
also named to pre-season All- 
MAC team. 
"It's definitely an honor," 
I'rochaska said. 
As a member of the MAC 
All-Freshman team last year. 
I'rochaska has two other MAC 
honors to aim for: All-MAC team 
and MAC Player of the Year. 
While Player of the Year may 
be a stretch for the sophomore 
this year, an AD-MAC selection 
could be in the works. 
Through the exhibition 
games. Prochaska has scored 
21 points and grabbed 13 
rebounds in the two games, 
including 16 points and nine 
rebounds against the OGBR 
Legends team last weekend. 
The OGBR Legends team 
consists of several players 
who have WNBA experience 
so if I'rochaska can score well 
against them, there is reason 
in believe she can have a belter 
season in the MAC than she did 
lastvear. 
ENOCH WU    "HE BG NEWS 
TO THE HOOP: „auren Prochaska drives 
around a Kent State defender 
Not long after ending his 
playing career, Score began a 
second one in baseball when he 
joined the Indians' TV broad- 
cast team in 1964. He moved I" 
radio in 1968. 
A native of Rosedale. N.Y., 
his deep voice and thick New 
York accent became a fixture 
for generations of Indians fans. 
Fie retired from broadcasting 
after the 1997 season, his 34th 
in the booth. 
"Today is a sad day for the 
Cleveland Indians family and for 
Cleveland Indians fans every- 
where." president Paul Dolan 
said in a statement released by 
the team. "We have lost one of 
the greatest men in the histor) 
of our franchise. Generations 
of Indians fans owe their love ol 
the Tribe to I lerb Score, who was 
a powerful pitcher and legend 
ary broadcaster. Our thoughts 
and prayers are with Nancy and 
the Family." 
ScorewasnamedtoCleveland's 
100th anniversary team in 2001. 
Hewas inducted into the Indians 
Hall of Fame in 2006. 
From the outset, Score showed 
as much promise as the three 
future Hall of Famers — Bob 
Lemon, Early Wvnn, and Feller 
Prefened 
Properties Co. 
Find A Place To Call Home 
wmiprelenedpropetMsco.com 
HAKE YOUR HOME AT: 
Haven House Manor 
Fox Run Apts. 
Piedmont Apts. 
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed) 
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown) 
I    1 Bedroom & Efficiencies 
Houses 
OFFICE HOURS 
'   Mon-Frl: 8-4 30 





he joined on the Cleveland 
staff. In lad. the Indians report- 
edly refused an offer of Si mil- 
lion for Score from the Red Sox 
earl) in I9S7. 
During his 1955 rookie year. 
Score recorded 245 strikeouts, 
a rookie record that stood until 
1884 when it was broken by the 
New YorkMetsDwightGooden. 
Score followed that up by 
going 20-9 with a 2.53 ERA and 
a league-leading 263 strikeouts 
in 1856. 
I low ever, the solidly built lefty 
hadan awkward pjtdiing motion 
that left him vulnerable to balls 
hit back through the mound. 
While the Indians languished 
for decades during Score's broad- 
casting tenure. Iris last game 
ended up being Game 7 of the 
1997 World Series. As it turned 
out, the Indians blew a ninth- 
inning lead and lost it in the nth, 
See SCORE I Page 8 
NOW LEASING FOR 2009 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
COLUMBIA 
COURTS 
903 - 935 Thurstin 
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
• Furnished 
• Starting at -^  $760' 
+ Utilities      ^"""onth 




Fireplaces available for 
an additional cost 




• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
1 Furnished 
' Starting at ^ Moo" 
+ utilities 
■ On-site laundry' 
■ Air Conditioning 
■ Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
' Plenty of parking 
1 Free Internet Access 
MERCER MANOR 
323 & 331 
S. Mercer Rd. 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full£aths 
• Starting at    ^$j^n 
+ Utilities <£*"nonrh> 
• On-site laundry"VW4 
•Air Conditioning 
• Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
• BGSU Shuttle stop 
• Plenty of parking 
•Free Wireless Internet 
www. green briar rentals, com 
Hours: 
Monday - Friday: 9am - 5pm 
Saturday: 9am - 1pm (.miNBHIAK.  INC. 
445 E Wooster St 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
419-352-0717 
www.greenbriarrenlals.com 
Being single and pregnant 
is tough 
■Mb 
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SCORE 
From Paqe 7 
THANK YOU: On Sept. 7.1997 longtime Cleveland Indians broadcaster Herb Score waves 
•to the crowd as he is honored in his last announcing season before a game against Chicago. 
missing a chance lo end a World 
Series title drought dating back 
to 1948. 
As always, Score's last call 
was simple, accurate and to 
the point. 
"Line drive, base hit, the game 
is over," Score said, summing up 
Edgar Rcnteria's series-winning 
hit off Charles Nagy. 
Score's personal sendolT was 
brief, too. 
"And so that is the season for 
1997," he said. "And there's very 
little else we can say except to tell 
you it's been a pleasure. 1 would 
like to thank all the fans for their 
kindness over the years. You've 
been very good to me. And we 
hope that whoever sits in this 
chair next, you'll be as kind to 
them as you have been to me." 
Score's subdued style was 
perfect for fans who couldn't 
afford to take their pitiful 
Indians too seriously. Like the 
late Harry Caray, Score was 
especially beloved for his abil- 
ity to gracefully gloss over mis- 
takes ("Swing and a miss, it's 
fouled back to the screen"). 
"Herb told the truth fhe way 
he saw it," said former Indians 
manager Mike Hargrove, who 
once called Score "the ultimate 
been-there, done-that guy." 
Current Indians broadcaster 
Tom   Hamilton  worked  with 
"He has always been the one and only voice 
of the Cleveland Indians. He was a mentor 
for me - a sounding board. Outside of my 
father, I know of no other man who gave me 
better advice than Herb." 
Tom Hamilton I Broadcaster 
Score from 1990-97. 
"I consider those the best eight 
years of my professional career," 
Hamilton said. "He has always 
been the one and only voice of 
the Cleveland Indians. He was 
a mentor for me — a sounding 
board. Outside of my father, I 
know of no other man who gave 
me better advice than Herb." 
Later in life, Score suffered 
additional setbacks. He was 
injured in a traffic accident, 
incurring a brain bruise and bro- 
ken ribs when his car collided 
with a tractor-trailer. 
NOTES 
From Page 6 
Currently, the Falcons average 
26 points a game, which ranks at 
about the middle of the pack in the 
Mid-American Conference Las) 
year, they averaged 302. 
"TheBeamer" 
With n many banged up run- 
ning backs, the coaching staff has 
had to get creative with the person 
nel they've put in the backficld. 
Las) week, redshirt freshman 
Jason Rice saw a good deal of play- 
ing time due to the injuries to Geter 
and Turner. At Ohio, it was backup 
quarterback Andrew Beam who 
saw some snaps at both running 
back and Qll I le responded well 
in his first action since the win over 
Wyoming in week lour, throwing 
and nishing for a touchdown. 
According to Beam, it was great 
to be able to shed the headset and 
clip board and late the field again. 
"I've been fortunate," Beam 
said. "Everybody's been blocking 
really well, and I've been inserted 
into some situations where we've 
been able to get some success. It's 
been nice." 
And despite Beam seeing some 
increased playing time, there will 
not be any changes at the quar- 
terback position any time soon. 
Sheehan will remain the starter for 
the foreseeable future. 
In fact, Beam said he and 
Sheehan have developed a nice 
friendship since the offseason. 
"Me and Tyler are very good 
friends." he said. "We've come to 
have a really good, strong rela- 
tionship, and he's really helped 
BEAM 
JUSTIN KLINE 
TOP BACK-UP: Andrew Beam (II) celebrates with teammates after a touchdown in last 
week's game. Beam had a rushing and a passing tour : M 
my learning of the system. He's 
been really welcoming with any 
questions that I've had for him." 
Salty D 
At Ohio, the defense put forth 
its best effort in four years, holding 
the Bobcats to just 40 yards on the 
ground. In total, Oil gained 2HB 
vards and could onrv manage a 
field goal in the 28-.! finish. 
As a unit, die lalcons posted 
four sacks, six tackles for a loss, two 
interceptions and four pass break- 
ups. The teams leading tackier was 
free safety lahmal Brown with 13. 
While the defense allowed 
a season-low in points to 01), 
senior linebacker Lrique Dozier 
felt the group could'vc done a 
little bit better. 
"We'd rather have given up zero 









On Monday, it was announced 
tliat Dozier was named MAC East 
LMerisivcPlayer-of-the- Week for his 
sterling |xrfomiance against OU. 
lor the game. Dozier racked up 
seven tackles, l_r> sacks and one of 
the team's two interceptions. The 
first quarter pick would eventually 
lead to a touchdown. 
I lozier was wry pleased to receive 
the weekly MAC award. 
"It's definitely mid honor to be 
recognized by the MAC for the top 
defensive performance of the week," 
he said. "It's definiterv an honor." 
From Page 6 
at San Joaquin Delta Junior College 
in California and crossed paths 
during the 2006 season, a year 
before Kelley came to the Falcons. 
At Delta, Beam quarterbacked a 
very similar offense to the one BG 
uses. Because of that. Beam knew 
he may get a chance to display hLs 
passing abilities in Division I foot- 
ball if he heeded Kelley's advice 
and came to the Falcons. 
"I think being a passing team 
and a spread offense kind of fits 
into my abilities," Beam said. 
"That's also a factor in my decision 
to come here." 
While he's only gotten one 
chance to show off those skills this 
season, he made it well worth the 
wait to the 10th game to do so 
The play is no stranger to BG's 
offensive strategy as its success- 
fully run as both a quarterback 
draw rush and a passing play. 
On the play, starring quarter- 
back Tyler Sheehan breaks out 
wide to line up as a receiver, while 
another quarterback, in last week's 
case Beam, takes the snap. 
Since Sheehan is not normally a 
receiver, he is usually not regarded 
by defenses as a threat 
And because Sheehan is 
designed to be a distraction to 
the defense on the play in order 
to keep one-on-one coverage on 
the inside receiver, generally Chris 
Wright, he is never the first option 
on the play. 
However, last weekend, when 
the coaches called up the play, the 
comerback on Sheehan came off 
coverage to double team Wright, 
EN0CHWU    T-EBGNEWS 
RUNNING HARD: Andrew Beam has rushed for two touchdowns this season The 
second came last weekend against Ohio 
leaving Sheehan wide-open for 
the touchdown catch. 
While the throw w-as fairly 
low, forcing Sheehan to make 
an adjustment to catch the ball. 
Brandon was still happy to see that 
Beam scanned the field and found 
Sheehan wide-open instead of 
forcing the ball into coverage. 
"For him to haw the where-with- 
all to see that and get it out, that 
was pretty good," Brandon said. 
"We'll keep using him because 
we're going to need him the rest 
of the way." 
Beam has been seeing action 
due to the shoulder injuries 
Anthony Turner has sustained 
this season and has taken the 
spot of Turner in many offensive 
plays that Involve a quarterback 
besides Sheehan. 
In the past two weeks. Beam 
has scored two rushing touch- 
downs and threw the pass on a 
play that Turner commonly quar- 
terbacks from. Turner even made 
a completion to Sheehan in last 
season's game against Buffalo on 
the same play. 
But, with Turner becoming 
healthier. Beam's playing time may 
be reduced, but he's not going to 
mind walking the sidelines again if 
Turner is ready to play, 
"Anthony has been here five 
years, and he's a big part of this pro- 
gram and this team," Beam said. 
"'iTiere's no competition there." 
So while there won't be a friend- 
ly competition between the two, 
Beam will continue to do what he 
is asked, even if it means wearing 
the headset between plays. 
"Whatever I can do to help the 
team," Beam said. "Personal acco- 
lades are put off to the side. It's all 
about the team." 





Internship opportunities in Germany, England, Italy, Belgium, 
and the U.S. (Florida and Hawaii) in child development centers 
and school-age programs. 
• Living stipend of 52,600 for 17 weeks. 
• Housing and travel are paid. 
• Build your resume related to work with children & youth. 
• Network with one of the world's largest employers - the Dept. of Defense. 
• Earn 12 hours of undergraduate or graduate credit. 
• Eligible to apply for AmeriCorps'ProCorps Educational Award funding. 
FALCON FACTS The present name, Bowling Green 
FOR FREE STUFF state University, was adopted in 
a)1942   C)1955 
b)1971    d)l935 
CONTEST RULES: 
— Look for a new question on BGSU trivia 
every week in the BGNews 
— Submit an answer on BGNews.com 
before Saturday each week 
— For each correct answer 
you receive points 
— After Thanksgiving Break, the person 
with the most points will be announced 
WINNER GETS: 
— A one time $500 shopping spree at 
SBX (not including textbooks) 
- Must be spent before winter break 
I aW IUFFIK Freddie, Mrs- Freddie Falcon, and 
LHO i KLCJVO prieda a|| made ,neir flrs, pub|ic 
i appearances in different years but at 
the same sporting event which was 
) Baseball    c) Football 
Ssl<etbaj]> (J] Hockey 
» 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM WORLD Wednesday. November 12.2008 9 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by Center 
BENCURTIS I ArPMOIO 
DISCOVERY: Archaeology workers dig al the site of a newly-discovered pyramid, the base 
of which is seen center-left, ai Saqqara near Cairo Egypt, yesterday Egypt's antiquities chief 
Zahi Hawass announced the discovery of the new pyramid, dated about 4.300 years ok). 
BEN CURTIS    • 
PYRAMIDS: Aiclaeology workers cany 
rocks away at the site of a newly-discovered 
pyramid. 
New pyramid uncovered in Egypt 
By K.it.irin.i Kr.itov.it 
The Associated Press 
SAQQARA, Egypt — 
Archaeologists have discovered 
a new pyramid under the sands 
of Saqqara, an ancient burial 
site that has yielded a string of 
unearthed pyramids in recent 
years but remains largely 
unexplored. 
The 4,300-ycar-old monument 
most likely belonged to the queen 
mother of the founder of Egypt's 
6th Dynasty, and was built 
several hundred years after the 
famed Great Pyramids of Giza, 
antiquities chief Zahi Hawass told 
reporters in announcing the find 
yesterday. 
The discovery is part of the 
sprawling necropolis and burial 
site of the rulers of ancient 
Memphis, the capital of Egypt's 
Old Kingdom, about 12 miles 
south of Giza. 
All   that   remains   of   the 
pyramid is a 16-foot tall 
structure that had been buried 
under 6.r> feet of sand. 
There was so much sand 
dumped here that no one had any 
idea there was something buried 
underneath," said I lawass. 
Hawass' team had been 
excavating at the location for two 
years, but only determined two 
months ago that the structure, 
with sides about 72 feet long, 
was the base of a pyramid. The 
pyramid is the IIHth discovered 
so far in Egypt and the 12th to 
lie found in Saqqara. Most are 
in ruins; only about a do/en 
pyramids remain intact across 
the country. 
Archaeologists also found parts 
of the pyramid's white limestone 
casing -1- believed to have once 
covered the entire structure — 
which enabled them to calculate 
that the complete pyramid was 
once45 feel high. 
"To find a new pyramid is 
always exciting." said Hawass. 
"And this one is magical. It 
belonged to a queen." 
Hawass said he believes the 
pyramid belonged to Queen 
Sesheshet, who is thought to 
have played a significant role 
in establishing the 6th Dynasty 
and uniting two branches of the 
feuding royal family. Her son, 
T'eti, ruled lor about a dozen years 
until his likely assassination, in a 
sign ollhc turbulent times. 
The pyramids of leti's two 
wives, discovered 101) Mats ago 
and in 1994 respectively, lie next 
to it, part of a burial complex 
alongside the collapsed pyramid 
of'feti himself. 
The Egyptian team is still 
digging and is two weeks from 
entering the burial chamber 
inside the pyramid, where 
Hawass hopes they will find 
proof of its owner—a sarcoph- 
agus or at least an inscription 
of the queen, he said. 
ACROSS 
1  Is worthwhile 
5 Plays parts 
9 Used the VCR 
14 Enable a felon 
15 Gag reflex? 
16 Waterfall fallout 
17 Parking garage access 
18 Joie de vivre 
19 Irregularly notched 
20 Cold cubes 
21 "The Naked Chef" 
23 Mythical mariner 
25 Banister 
26 Clay brick 
29 Jodie of "The Accused" 
33 "The Father of Radio" 
37 Tokyo, once 
38 Diarist Frank 
39 Gen. Arnold's nickname 
40 Outlaws 
41 Rite answer? 
42 "Old Iron Pants' 
1 "Gigi" setting 
2 Asian calculators 
3 Neighbor of Oman 
4 Indy 500 sponsor 
5 Leading 
6 Cool-headed 
7 Native of Bangkok 
8 Not so crazy 
9 "The Waste Land" poet 
10 Showery months 
11 Part of Can.        » 
12 Alleviate 
13 Color alterer 42 
21 Green shade 43 
22 Lummoxes 44 
24 Summoned 45 
27 Quantum theorist 47 
Niels 
28 Muse of verse 50 
30 Sports group 52 
31 Writer Ferber 53 
32 Like Santa's cheeks     54 
33 Nonclerical 55 
34 Japanese novelist        56 
Shusaku 57 
35 Cam's nephew 58 
36 Larger-than-life 59 





Tomei of "In the 
Bedroom" 
Dictation taker 
This and more 








46 Sagan series 
48 Bounding main 
49 Greek god of war 
51 Hand warmer 
55 Film starring first names of 
21 A. 33Aand42A 
60 Wellness grp. 
61 Another time 
62 Have coming 
63 Sphere of sweat 
64 Parson's home 
65 Singer Simone 
66 One side of the Urals 
67 Degas or Bergen 
68 Whiff 
69 Small valley 
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• Pregnancy Tests 
• Counseling 
• Post Abortion Counseling 
• Pregnancy Support 
• Adoption Information 
• Limited Ultrasounds 
• Material Assistance 
Reliable information on all options. 
Supportive and professional 
441 Frazee 419.354.4673 
www.bgpc.org 
M-Th (10-51. Fri |10-1| 
Please all for an appointment 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
I he R(. New* will nnt knowingly accept 
advertisemcni% (tint discriminate, or 
em-nutagr discriminant in aRiiimt any indi- 
vidual or group on the basis of race. sex. 
color, cited, religion, njliona!origin srxo.it 
orienluiliin rJinUlin MIIU1 .is ,i w-liTiin. 
or on (hi tnsb al HI) other legally pro- 
lee led M.iius 
For Sale For Rent 
'93 Pontiac Sunbird convertible. 
runs great !S1500 
Call 419-930-7558 
Olingo French: Levels t-4. 
unopened, equiv to Rosetta Stone 
but cheaper! Call 567-204-3230 
or e-mail etisher@bgsu edu 
Campus Events 
Housing Fair. November 20 
from I0:30am-2:30pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
For Rent 
Services Offered 
HIJACK: Local Pakistani tribal people stand near an armored car reportedly hijacked by militants in Khyber tribal region of Landikoiel. 55 
kilometers (54 miles) northwest of Peshawar. Pakistan . An officials says security forces are hunting militants who hijacked 1? trucks carrying 
military vehicles and other supplies for foreign troops m Afghanistan. 
Assault sPiows supply route vulnerability \ 
Lock It Up Storage 
655 Poe Road 
North Baltimore, OH 
'"ATTENTION ATTENTION!!! 
Winter Special 
50%olf lirst lull month 
Various sizes Available 
Call the office at 419-257-2851 
"1/1/09-1 or 2 BR apts low as S399 
see Carlyrentals com 
Call419-353-0325 9am -9pm 
3 BR apt. above Beckett's in down- 
town BG. S8007mo Avail Dec or Jan 
Call 419-515-4336 
3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise. 
avail NOW! 
1 S 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St., 
Avail in Jan 2009 
Call 419-354-9740 
312 N Enterprise 
Clean. 3 Irg bdrm. C/A. all appl incl 
Call 419-352-5882 
832 Third Si. 5 blks from campus 
3 BR, 1 bath, fenced in back yard 
Short term lease OK. 
S840/mo.♦ util Call 419-392-2812 
have been signing leases 2009-2010 
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease 
930 E Wooster +303 E Merrydarge' 
see Carlyrentals com 
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
Houses & Apartmenis 
12 month leases only 
S Smith Contracting LLC. 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office hours 10-2, M-F 
www bgapartments.com 
School 09-'10 
3 BR house avail 8/15/09. 
close lo campus, off street parking, 
washer/dryer, CA, shuttle bus avail 
3 BR house, 6 month lease NOW 
1 room efficiency avail. May 16. '09, 
ofl-street parking. 
1BR efficiency avail August 15. '09, 
off-street parking 
Call 419-601-3225 
By Riaz Khan 
The Associated Press 
PESHAWAR, Pakistan 
— Suspected Taliban fi(;lit 
ers hijacked trucks carrying 
Humvees and other supplies for 
U.S.-led troops in Afghanistan, 
authorities said yesterday after 
a brazen attack near the Khyber 
Pass that underscored the mili- 
tants' grip across key mountain 
strongholds. 
The assault highlighted the 
vulnerability of a vital sup- 
ply route for the 65,000 U.S. 
and NATO forces battling 
a resurgent Taliban in land- 
locked Afghanistan. A signifi- 
cant amount of supplies for 
the Western forces go through 
Pakistan. 
Attacks on convoys carrying 
food, fuel and other supplies 
are common on the road. But 
Monday's raid was especially 
large and well-organized. It 
also could further strain U.S.- 
Pakistani relations over rooting 
out Taliban and al-Qaida mili- 
tants along the border, which 
remain entrenched despite 
military offensives and U.S. 
missile strikes. 
Some 60 masked militants 
blocked the route at several 
points before overpowering the 
convoy, said I azal Mahmood, a 
government official in Khyber 
tribal region. He identified 
the attackers as members of 
Pakistan's Taliban movement. 
Security forces traded fi re wit h 
the gunmen, but were forced to 
retreat, he said. The militants 
took about 13 trucks along with 
the drivers, who were believed to 
be Pakistani. 
A U.S. military spokesman 
in Afghanistan confirmed the 
thefts late Tuesday, 
"There were some U.S. mili- 
tary materials thai were taken - 
Humvees and water tank trail- 
ers." said Maj. lohn Redfield. 
Later Monday, a separate 
group of insurgents halted a 
truck carrying what appeared to 
be a NATO jeep, selling the mili- 
tary vehicle on fire, Mahmood 
said. NATO officials could not 
immediately be reached for 
Comment on that incident. 
In the past. U.S. and NATO 
officials have played down their 
losses along the pass. 
What's better than a turkey dinner? 
A free, Iresh Thanksgiving arrange- 
ment from The Flower Basket in 
downtown BG Stop in & sign up' 
Help Wanted 
Management Inc. 
'BARTENDING1 up to S300/day. No 
exp necessary Training provided 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174. 
30 People Wanted to Lose Weight, 
Up to 30 lbs/30 days. Cash Back 
Rewards. 1 on 1 Private Coaching 
Call 419-601-5179 
Earn extra $. students needed ASAP 
Earn up to S150 a day being a 
mystery shopper, no exp needed. 
Call 1-800-722-4791 
Exotic dancers wanted, must be 18. 
Call after 8pm, no exp needed 
Call 419-332-2279 
Make up to'S75 per on-line survey. ■ 
visit 
www.cashtospend com 
Start renting November 10. 2008 
lor the 2009/2010 school year. 
If paperwork is completed 
and lease Is signed before 
12/21/08 each person's name 
will be entered into a drawing for 
FREE RENT 
for the school year. 
www.meccabg.com 
Visit our aebsile for 
prices, pholos. & specials' 
THANKS 
B I F F E T 
11:00 A.M.-3:00 RM. 
419.353.2277 
Ut'A Stui h Main'Bowling Green 
12 Months Interest FREE $ 100 w MAIL-IN REBATE On 4 Select COOD/YCAR Tires 
Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE; 
PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR 
2009 
i$ 20OFF 10oir 25     16 





[ Includes FREE Inspection 
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119 882 8914 
lUSWSMlSt 419.3313261 
NtttlMt      277IWCnM 419-4797010 
MMM*    2&IIM 419W712I 
MIM*   THS*)** 1195353033 
ftuMlWl     50U Unroll 4IM7HI71 
11710rv»irtC* 4191S11919I 
IlKUFm S&BMkt* 41989179731 
MnjCnM 999SMrtSt 41135257111 
»<™.Mic»|i.      H!lMl»[n*i 800 498 SOOT I 
STOP 
by our office A 
pick up the 
New Listings! 
Great Selection of 
Houses & Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
319 I . Wooster Street. Rimling tireen, OH 
Located Across t/rom Taco Hell. 
RENTAL OFFICE I41v>l 354-2260 
Hours- Mondat to Friday 8:30- to 5:30 • Saturday -11:30 to 5:00 
wttw.johnnewlos erealestate.com 
10 ■ ■. )-ie«tay. Nowmbw 1?. 2008. 
POLITICS WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
MGRILLO     Al    ■•< 'I 
BACKTOWORK: mihliei commissioners and stoH during a 
:  i il»' Governor's offk e In An borage All Palm returned lo her daily duties 
asaoirernor alter letumitK]' r S running mate 
Palin goes back to work, 
says she might run in 2012 
By Ann Sanner 
The A'.'. 
WASHINGTON       Alaska GOT, 
Sarah I'alin lias |>nt tin- lirinal" 
2008 campaign behind her and 
has the next presidential nice In 
her dghtSi with a flurry ol nation 
al television interviews and a 
high-profile appearance at the 
Republican Governors Association 
meeting this week. 
i'alin s stepping-out has been 
a marked departure for a vice 
presidential candidate who 
was held in tightly controlled 
appearances for much of the tall 
campaign, she's Indirectly but 
unmistakably put her name In 
play as a potential presidential 
candidate, saying she'll "plow 
through thai door" If it's Cod's 
will and conditions are right. 
while Republican presidential 
nominee lohn McCain has kept 
a low profile since last Tuesday's 
High hopes for Obama according to poll 
By Alan Fram and Travor 
Tompion 
Tha Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — In one of 
the economy's darkest hours 
in decades, it looks as If people 
are taking Hauuk Obatna up 
on his exhortations for hope 
and change. 
Seven in 10, or 72 percent, 
voice confidence the presi- 
dent-elect will make the 
changes needed to revive the 
stalling economy, accord- 
ing to an Associated Press- 
GfK poll released yesterday. 
Underscoring how widely 
the public is counting on 
its new leader, 44 percent of 
Republicans joined nearly all 
Democrats and most Indepen- 
dents in expressing that belief. 
The poll shows trust in 
Ohama's ability to succeed is 
even broader, at least for now. 
Sixty-eight percent said they 
think when he takes office 
in lanuary, the new presi- 
dent will be able to enact the 
policies he pushed during his 
presidential campaign. 
"I don't think one person, 
the president or otherwise, can 
fix the problems," said Ryan 
Anderson. 31, a Democrat from 
Bloomlngton, Minn. "But I have 
strong faith that he'll assemble 
the right group of individuals to 
address the problems. I think 
that's going to be a benchmark of 
i il i.i i na's presidency." 
People signaled a willing- 
ness to wait on one of the 
keynotes of his agenda — tax 
cuts. Only 36 percent said 
they wanted Obama to make 
income-tax cuts a top priority 
when he takes office, and even 
fewer wanted higher taxes on 
the rich to be a primary goal. 
Instead, 84 percent said 
strengthening the economy and 
80 percent named creat ing jobs as 
top-tlerpriorities. Democratswere 
a bit likelier than Republicans to 
say each should be a No. 1 goal. 
With Obama ending the 
OOP's eight-year hold on the 
White House under President 
"I don't think one 
person, the president 
or otherwise can fix 
the problems." 
Ryan Andetson | Democrat 
Bush and about to become the 
first black president, the AP- 
GfK poll showed three quarters 
saying the election made them 
feel hopeful, six in 10 proud 
and half expressing excitement. 
Newly elected presidents often 
embark on a honeymoon period 
In which the public has highly 
positive feelings about them. 
Democrats were far likelier 
to reel upbeat, yet such feelings 
were not limited to them. Half 
of Republicans said they were 
hopeful, a third proud and nearly 
a fifth excited about the election 
results. Another quarter In the 
GOP said they were depressed. 
"I feel let down by the 
American people that they were 
so blind to many things I've seen 
In him," said Shell! Plerson, 38, 
a Republican from Elmlra, Ore. 
Plerson she doubts Obama, a 
four-year senator from Illinois, 
has enough experience for the 
presidency and said she still 
questions his patriotism. 
Nine in 10 said Obama's race 
would have no Impact on his 
ability to get things done. 
Though Republicans were 
more negative about the election 
results, they were consistently 
more upbeat than Democrats 
were In 2004 when their can- 
didate, John Kerry, failed to 
unseat Bush. Forty-four percent 
of Democrats said they were 
angry and half said they were 
depressed In a November 2004 
AP-Ipsos poll, double the GOP's 
rates this year. 
Highlighting anew how the 
Iraq war has faded as a para- 
mount public concern, only 
half In yesterday's AP-GfK poll 
said they wanted Obama to 
make a U.S. troop withdrawal 
a top focus. 
election, Palin has spoken force- 
fully lo deny any responsibility for 
her ticket's loss, she has blamed 
the policies of President Bush, 
the handicap of representing the 
Incumbent parly and the nation's 
financial crisis for the GOP defeat 
"I think the economic collapse 
had a hecknva lot more lo do with 
the campaign's collapse than im- 
personally," the governor said in 
an interview broadcast yesterday 
on Mil It "loday" show. 
I'alin saiil she resents rumors 
she said wen' spread ahoui her 
and her family during the race 
I did not know that it would he 
as brutal a ride as il turned out to 
be," she said. 
I ler comments seemed aimed 
as much at the Ml (lain operatives 
who have reportedly said she was 
ill-prepared on foreign polity and 
other issues as well as those who 
were astonished by her e\|X'nsive 
campaign wardrobe. 
Now Leasing for 
Second Semester! 
Mid Am Manor 
641 Third St 
702 Third St. 
839 fourth St 
Charlestown Apts. 
710 Scott Hamilton 
730 Scott Hamilton 
Am 
agement 
1,2, 3 bedrooms 
and up available! 
witch to the network with 
the best cov 
Houses Available < lose to campus1 
C .ill to make <»n appointment todayl 
MM I Am Mrin.ujcmi'nt 






AMERICA'S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS! 
1616 E. W00STER 
419.352.7200 
$79" 
alter 550 IT 
< I with 
unUrnrlt'd me 






and GPS capable 
FREE SHIPPING      1.866.MOBILITY - ATT.COM/WIRELESS - VISIT A STORE 
TEST US FOR 30 DAYS. SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED, 
If wtthln 30 days you artn t complittly latufitd. you can gat out of your contract. 
• ■Mini Gran   ltU7 N. Win St. 14191151*110 





•ATM alao Imposes monthly • RagUitory Cost Recovery Charge of up to IL2S to Ml defray cow Incurred In rampMnj with MM and Federal telecom regulation; iitti and Federal 
Universal Service charges; and surcharges for cuttomtr.MMd and 'avenue-Baaed itato and local amtimanti on ATIT. Theeo ■ not HI or government-required charges. 
30-Day Guerentee: if phone ri returned within 30 days in Ilka-raw condition with Ml componanB, airly tarrnMon fn wJI M wrwed. All ether Burgas apply, brly Tentvlnetron fa* Nona If 
uncalled in ihat first 30 days; thereafter up to $175 Some agents impo»a> adcTi fean Otter ivmeM on select phones llnrted-tlme offer. Other condrrjons I rertflctlom apply See contract I 
rate plan brochure tor details Subscriber rr jst live a hive I milling, iddr within ATtTs owned wireless network coverage area. Up to $38 ictiv. In applies. Egiaoment pnee a evil may very by 
m* 1 may not be ivMibli from ndependent retailers. ATIT rremetlon Cent* Samsung i!)T prices before mul-w ATIT Promotion Cards, NMaV7ne»il|lnp, feature purchase end with i-yeer 
wireless service egreement per phone ere SUM per phone. Minimum $10.00 MEM'/mesuglng feeture purchese requires. Samsung Propel price before mill-m ATIT Promotion Cards, unlimited 
messaging plan md with l-yaer wireless sewe egreement«$149.99 fin -u" S2000 unllrwed metsig-ng plan required BlackBerry told once before mnWn ATIT Promotion Cards, unymud 
messaging plan md with 2-year wireless service agreement Is $419.99. Minimum $20.00 unl mited messeglng pjn 'squired. Allow 60 days tor fulfilment Cart may Be used only Iri the Ui. eno ■ 
valid lor 120 days after issuance date but a not redeemable lor cash md cannot be used for en" wtthdriwil it A'Ms c automated gasoline pumps. Card request mun be postmarked by 
01/01/2009; you must be l Customer for 30 consecutive days to receive card teles tea calculated based on once of ectivatod equipment Mnet ueagt If your mini of use Including unltd svcsl 
on other carriers' networks "oflnet usegel during eny two coneecutlve months eiceed your oftnet usage illowinci. ATIT may at rs option terminate your sve deny your contd use of other 
earners coven pa. or change yew pun to one imposing usage charges for oftnet ueage Your offrat usage ellpwanci is equal to the lesser of 7S0 mini or em of the Anytime mm ine'd with 
your plan Idats offrat usage illowence a the lesser of I MB or 20* o' the KB md'd vrtth your pun) IMMNd yoke lervtee* unltd voice sves ire provided solely for live dieiog between two 
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